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Foreword
ADVISOR Enterprise is a Training Management System that drives training efficiency by (a) aligning current and
future training activities to operational requirements to identify gaps, duplications and training with minimal
value; (b) forecasting and comparing the costs of viable delivery options; (c) uncovering cost drivers; and (d)
improving resource allocation. ADVISOR is built around the ADDIE model with the added flexibility of starting the
analysis at any level. ADVISOR is made up of the following modules that can be used separately or in any
combination.
Needs
Assessment

Assess: To find out “the cause of the problem and potential solutions”. Provides a step by step approach
for understanding a problem before selecting the solution – in other words, before assuming that training
is needed. Needs Assessment provides an audit trail and serves as the foundation for decisions by zeroing
in on the source of the problem, identifying solutions that can produce the desired level of productivity,
and highlighting actions that will generate the greatest impact. [Scope and Needs Assessment].

Training
Analysis

Analysis: To find out “who needs to be trained, on what and why”. Provides a step by step approach for
conducting Training Needs Analysis (TNA) or Training Systems Requirements Analysis (TSRA) to identify
training needed by each job, position and employee to perform duties to the desired standard under the
prescribed conditions. Four approaches may be used to conduct training analysis, namely Mission,
System, Competency or Job. [Mission Analysis, Competency Analysis, System Analysis, Job Task Analysis,
Knowledge/Skill Gap Analysis and Training Requirements Analysis].

Training
Design

Design: To find out “what is the most effective and economical way to deliver training”. Provides a step
by step approach for conducting Training Media Analysis (TMA) or Option Analysis to identify the most
cost effective strategy for the delivery of training and generates Training Plans. The analysis takes into
account limitations, instructional design requirements, upfront and recurring costs over training program
life as well as risks associated with the introduction of new technology. [Media Analysis, Cost Analysis and
Training Plans].

Fidelity
Analysis

Develop: To find out the “fidelity requirements of training devices”. Provides a step by step approach for
assessing the functional requirements of trainers and simulators based on training needs and
performance objectives. It identifies visual, tactile, olfactory, affective and auditory sensory cues needed
to practice tasks, within realistic environments, under preset conditions to attain the desired level of
competency. In addition, ADVISOR takes into account elements within the virtual world and how users
interact with each.

Resource
Management

Implementation: To find out “how much money and resources are needed”. Compiles and analyzes
missions/goals, competencies, systems, jobs, tasks, training requirements, courses, activities, costs,
personnel and resources to generate concise, up to date and actionable reports. The reports provide
insight on planned training activities for any time period; training requirements for each job/employee;
budget, personnel and resource requirements, training impact as well as how to drive training
effectiveness and efficiency by leveraging technology, improving resource allocation and identifying gaps,
duplications and unwarranted training. [Forecast and Optimize Training Budgets, Personnel and
Resources].

Project
Management

Implementation: To find out “how training should be implemented”. Provides a step by step approach
for planning a project and tracking progress in real time. This includes the setup of phases and tasks,
dependencies and constraints, timelines as well as the assignment of personnel and resources needed to
complete. Moreover, ADVISOR tracks progress by comparing hours worked and money spent on each
task to project plan, to anticipate delays, facilitate the implementation of corrective measures, and keep
projects on-time and within budget. [Develop Project Plans and Track Progress].
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Performance
Analysis

Evaluation: To find out “how training impacts performance and organizational goals”. Provides a step by
step approach for improving performance by zeroing in on the source of the problem and identifying
solutions that can produce the desired level of productivity. Moreover, ADVISOR highlights actions that
will generate the greatest impact by assessing the feasibility of implementing plausible solutions as well
as forecasting the costs, benefits and Return on Investment (ROI) of each intervention. [Performance
Gap Analysis, Root Cause Analysis and Cost Benefit Analysis].

Training Life
Cycle
Management

Manage: To “continually uncover venues to drive training effectiveness & efficiency”. Maintains training
effectiveness and efficiency over time by continually assessing the impact of changes to missions, jobs,
tasks, systems, policies, technologies, throughput, and so forth on training content and activities; as well
as budget, personnel and resource requirements. This is attained through a digital-twin model that
continually aligns training activities to operational requirements to identify gaps, duplications and training
with minimal value. Results (personnel/resource requirements for any time period; cost drivers;
bottlenecks and deficiencies) are quickly and concisely communicated through dashboards. Actions that
drive training effectiveness and efficiency are also highlighted.
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Approach
Why is ADVISOR Enterprise so effective? Because it focuses on operational requirements – i.e., identifies
the knowledge, skills and competencies needed by each job, position and employee to attain
organizational missions/goals, as well as the most efficient way to achieve. In addition, facts support the
decision making process, helping you create consensus to stay the course.
Using our proprietary methodology, your efforts unfold in four phases, as follows:

Discover

• Define Missions/Goals.
• Identify Tasks needed by each Job/Position/Employee to attain missions/goals.
• Identify Training requirements.
• Outline current Training Courses/Activities.
• Find out where money and resources are allocated.

Strategize

• Map Training Courses/Activities to Operational Requirements to identify gaps,
duplications and unwarranted training.
• Assesss alternate venues for the delivery of training.
• Uncover resource allocation.
• Uncover cost drivers.

Prioritize

• Prioritize Training Courses/Activities - from highest to lowest impact on
missions/goals.
• Prioritize recommended changes to current delivery options.
• Identify personnel/resources excess capabilities and bottlenecks.
• Identify strategies for mitigating high cost items.

Optimize

• Develop an implementation strategy starting with low risk, low cost, high
impact options.
• Align personnel/resources with new strategy.
• Develop project plans and monitor progress.
• Assess and validate results.
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Training Life Cycle Management
ADVISOR maintains training effectiveness and efficiency
over time by continually assessing the impact of changes
to missions, systems, jobs, tasks, policies, technologies,
throughput, and so forth on training content and
activities; as well as budget, personnel and resource
requirements. This is attained through a digital-twin
model that continually maps training activities to
operational requirements to identify gaps, duplications
and training with minimal value. Results (personnel/
resource requirements for any time period; cost drivers;
bottlenecks and deficiencies) are quickly and concisely
communicated through dashboards. Actions that drive
training effectiveness and efficiency are also highlighted.

ADVISOR cuts time needed to conduct
TSRAs from 18 months to 6 months.
Jeffrey Hogan
Lead TSRA Analyst, USfalcon
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Continual insights to drive training effectiveness and efficiency …
Training Alignment

Reveal Training Creep: Map training
activities
to
operational
requirements to identify & highlight
training that is no longer relevant.

Training Gap

Training Duplication

Identify Training Gaps: Identify Minimize Duplication: Identify
training requirements that are not similar Knowledge/Skills delivered
being addressed; including potential within multiple courses.
impact on missions/goals.

Training Cost

Cost Drivers

Training Cost per Individual

Facilitate Budget and Resource
Management: Quickly forecast
training activities’, budget and
personnel/resource requirements
for any time period.

Uncover Cost Drivers: Forecast
spending over training programs life
cycle to uncover cost drivers – i.e.,
activities that consume the most
budget, personnel and resources.

Uncover Cost per Trainee: Identify
courses/activities needed to attain
specific set of qualifications
including cost breakdown.

Resources Utilization/Bottlenecks

Recommended Media

Time to Competency (hours)

Facilitate Resource Management:
Forecast personnel and resources
needed to undertake current and
upcoming projects, and map to
existing capabilities to identify
excess capabilities and bottlenecks.

Leverage Training Technology:
Identify viable technologies that
could improve training effectiveness
and efficiency.

Uncover Time to Competency:
Identify courses/activities needed to
attain specific set of competencies,
including time required.

Reduced credit training by 20%
from 15 to 12 months

Identified 275 hours of common training
between 4 technicians

US Department of Treasury

Canadian Air Force
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Chapter 1: Getting Started
1.1 Introduction
ADVISOR maintains training effectiveness and efficiency over time by continually assessing the impact of
changes to missions, systems, jobs, tasks, policies, technologies, throughput, and so forth on training
content and activities; as well as budget, personnel and resource requirements. This is attained through
a digital-twin model that continually maps training activities to operational requirements to identify gaps,
duplications and training with minimal value. Results (personnel/resource requirements for any time
period; cost drivers; bottlenecks and deficiencies) are quickly and concisely communicated through
dashboards. Actions that drive training effectiveness and efficiency are also highlighted.
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1.2 How Can ADVISOR Help You?
In addition to simplifying and speeding Training Needs Analysis (TNA) and Training Systems Requirements
Analysis (TSRA), ADVISOR Enterprise drives training efficiency by aligning current and future training
activities to operational requirements to identify gaps, duplications and training with minimal value;
uncovering cost drivers; forecasting and comparing the costs of viable delivery options; improving
resource allocation; identifying/mitigating bottlenecks; producing training plans that leverage existing
training programs/resources and generating audit trail to support recommendations.
Moreover, ADVISOR preserves training integrity, effectiveness, efficiency and relevance by quickly
identifying training activities that could be impacted by a change to a mission, system, job, policy or
publication; facilitates reusability and collaboration by storing all data in a centralized database that can
be accessed anytime and from anywhere by all team members with only a browser; simplifies data
collection from Subject Matter Experts through custom build Excel spreadsheets; speeds data analysis;
simplifies data manipulation; tracks changes made by each team member; and generates dozens of
reports in a single click. ADVISOR is also web based, can be installed on a local Server or used off BNH
Server (cloud option), consists of 8 modules that can be used separately or in combination to meet various
needs, and can be customized in line with requirements.
More specifically, ADVISOR Training Life Cycle Management module provides continual insights to drive
training effectiveness and efficiency as follows.
Training Alignment

Training Gap

Reveal Training Creep: Map training
activities
to
operational
requirements to identify and
highlight training that is no longer
relevant.

Training Duplication

Identify Training Gaps: Identify Minimize Duplication: Identify
training requirements that are not similar Knowledge/Skills delivered
being addressed; including potential within multiple courses.
impact on missions/goals.

Training Cost

Cost Drivers

Training Cost per Individual

Facilitate Budget and Resource
Management: Quickly forecast
training activities, budget and
personnel/resource requirements
for any time period.

Uncover Cost Drivers: Forecast
spending over training programs life
cycle to uncover cost drivers – i.e.,
activities that consume the most
budget, personnel and resources.

Uncover Cost per Trainee: Identify
courses/activities needed to attain
specific set of qualifications
including cost breakdown.
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Resources Utilization/Bottlenecks

Recommended Media

Time to Competency (hours)

Facilitate Resource Management:
Forecast personnel and resources
needed to undertake current and
upcoming projects, and map to
existing capabilities to identify
excess capabilities and bottlenecks.

Leverage Training Technology:
Identify viable technologies that
could improve training effectiveness
and efficiency.

Uncover Time to Competency:
Identify courses/activities needed to
attain specific set of competencies,
including time required.

Reduced credit training by 20%
from 15 to 12 months

Identified 275 hours of common training
between 4 technicians

US Department of Treasury

Canadian Air Force

1.3 System Requirements
Database/Server Minimum Requirements
 2 CPU Processor with 4GB of RAM
 5 GB of free Hard Disk Space
 Windows 2000, 2003, 2008, 2012 R2, 2016, 2019, 7, 8, 8.1, 10, NT, or Sun Solaris 9.0 or higher, or
Linux Red Hat 6.0 or higher
 Web Server that supports Java Virtual Machine and can run Java Servlet. Supported products include:
Tomcat 4.0 or higher, IBM WebSphere 4.0 or higher, Resin, Oracle Application Server, Jserv and
others…
 Oracle version 9i, 10g, 11g, 12c, 18c or 19c
Workstation/Desktop Minimum Requirements
 Pentium IV with 512 MB RAM
 200 MB of free Hard Disk Space
 Windows 98, ME, XP, VISTA, 7, 8, 10, NT, 2000, 2003, 2008, 2012 R2, 2016, 2019 or Oracle Solaris 9.0
or higher or Linux Red Hat 6.0 or higher
 Internet Explorer 6.0 or higher, Microsoft Edge, Mozilla Firefox 3.0 or higher, Google Chrome, or Safari
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1.4 Getting Started
To log on to ADVISOR Enterprise, go to http://www.bnhexpertsoft.com, click on “Log in”, input your
Username and Password, and click [Login]. A Popup Window with step by step instructions is presented
to familiarize you with ADVISOR. You may change your username, password and preferences by clicking
on the Preferences node under the Personalize tab, editing the required items and clicking [Save]. For
example, you may hide or display the Popup Window under the [Options] tab under the Preferences
node by placing or removing the checkmark next to the ADVISOR Tour field and clicking [Save]. Context
sensitive online help is also available for each field by clicking on [Help].

To make the most out of ADVISOR Enterprise, Chapters 2 through 4 of the ADVISOR Configuration Guide
should be thoroughly reviewed to gain clear understanding of the system’s capabilities and how to
configure ADVISOR to best meet your needs. For example:
 How to setup/configure Clients in line with project needs; i.e., data to be collected, analysis to be
conducted and delivery options to be considered?
 How to setup User Accounts and assign privileges?
 How quality and consistency should be controlled?
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1.5 How is ADVISOR Organized?
ADVISOR has five main components organized within 3 windows (top, left and right – the sizes of the
windows can be adjusted by dragging the border). Once you become familiar with these components, the
system operation and navigation will become fairly simple.
a) Basic Functions (top window) – Actions available to user are presented at the top of the screen. You
can Add, Save, Copy, Delete, Merge, Diverge, add comments/assumptions to a screen (Notes), Print a
screen, Return to previous level (Up), Restore previous values, display context sensitive Help or
Logout. Information is only saved when you click [Save].
b) Path (top window) – Tracks your progress as you navigate through ADVISOR.
c) Tree (left window) – Lists options (nodes) available to user. To expand an option (node), click on the
[] icon. To view the contents of an option (node), click on corresponding node.
d) Tabs (top of right window) – Data for some nodes are divided into several tabs. Click on tab to view
its contents.
e) Main Window (right window) – Content of each screen is presented in this window.
a

b
d

e

c
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1.6 Basic ADVISOR Functions
Add: To add a Project, Mission, Job, Task, Objective, Course or any other element:
Step 1: Click on corresponding folder (Projects, for example).
Step 2: Click [Add].
Step 3: Input the desired info.
Step 4: Click [Save].
2

4

1

3

Edit: To edit a Project, Mission, Job, Task, Objective, Course or any other element:
Step 1: Click on corresponding element (Project A, for example).
Step 2: Modify the desired info.
Step 3: Click [Save].
3

1

2
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Delete: To delete a Project, Mission, Job, Task, Objective, Course or any other element:
Step 1: Place checkmarks next to the desired records (Project Management Office, for example).
Step 2: Click [Delete].
2

1

Track Changes: To find out when an element was created, modified or deleted and by whom, click on the
View History icon to display relevant data.
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Edit Multiple Records: To edit multiple Projects, Missions, Jobs, Tasks, Objectives, Courses or any other
elements:
Step 1: Click on the corresponding folder.
Step 2: Click on the Edit All icon.
2

1

The Projects, Missions, Jobs, Tasks, Objectives, Courses, and so forth are presented in an Excel like tabular
format. You may sort the data on any column (Title, for example), or lock (prevent the column from
scrolling), by clicking on the arrow to the right of the column title, and selecting desired option. To edit a
field, click the field, input or select option. Once the desired fields/records are edited, click on [Save] to
save all changes.
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Modify Hierarchy: To change the hierarchy or the order of Tasks or Objectives:
Step 1: Click on the corresponding folder.
Step 2: Click on the Edit Tree
icon.
2

1

Tasks or Objectives are presented in a tree like structure. To change the hierarchy or order, simply drag
and drop the tasks or objectives to the desired locations. All links to Missions, Jobs, Objectives, Courses,
etc.; as well as attributes including Knowledge, Skills, Attitudes, References and so forth are preserved.
For example, “Perform risk analysis” sub task may be dragged under the Tasks folder to become a Task.
Moreover, all its links and attributes will remain intact. You may also view and edit the attributes of any
Task or Objective by right clicking on the Task and selecting the Edit option. Once record is edited, click
on [Save] button above the record to save; and the [Save Tasks] button to save hierarchy changes.
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Search and Copy: You can search and copy Jobs, Tasks and Performance Objectives as follows:
Step 1: Click on the desired folder – Job Analysis, Tasks Analysis or Performance Objectives.
Step 2: Click on the [Search] tab.
Step 3: Select the desired search criterion and click [Save] – more options may be provided – to display
available elements.
3
2

3
1

Step 4: Select the desired item to copy data from and click [Save].
4

4

Step 5: Place checkmarks next to the desired elements (Tasks, for example) and click [Save] to copy the
elements (Tasks) including attributes and sub elements (Sub Tasks).
5

5
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Import Data: Dozens of Excel Spreadsheets are provided (http://www.bnhexpertsoft.com/datacollection-forms-configuration-version-12/) to simplify and speed offline data collection from Subject
Matter Experts (SMEs). The attributes and options within each form (Job Tasks, for example) are identical
to the corresponding (Job Tasks) fields within ADVISOR. Once completed, the data can be uploaded to
ADVISOR Enterprise with a few mouse clicks, as follows:
Step 1: Click on the folder where data should be imported. Please note that each spreadsheet is designed
to import data under a specific folder within ADVISOR Enterprise. For example, the Mission Tasks
spreadsheet is designed to import Tasks under Missions, while the Job Tasks spreadsheet is
designed to import Tasks under Jobs.
Step 2: Click on the [Import] tab.
Step 3: Click [Choose File] and select the desired spreadsheet.
Step 4: Indicate which row to start importing data from, in the Start From Row field. The top 4 rows in
ADVISOR Excel spreadsheets are reserved for headings and instructions. Collected data typically
starts on the 5th row.
Step 5: Indicate where the data for each field resides within the Excel spreadsheet. For example, if Task
Title is stored in column 1, then input 1; and so forth. Data in Excel spreadsheets is sequentially
mapped to corresponding fields in ADVISOR. You are not required to import all attributes. For
example, if the Status and Task Classification attributes are not required, do not input column
numbers for these fields. ADVISOR will not import data for attributes that have not been assigned
a column number.
Step 6: Click [Save] to import.
6
2
3
1

4

5

Note: Reference Code is also used for detecting duplicate records. For example, if Job Task is imported,
ADVISOR will 1st verify whether the Job already has a Task with the same Reference Code. If it does, the
following message will appear “Duplicate Records already exist. Overwrite attributes?” If Ok is selected,
the attributes of the Job Task in ADVISOR will be updated. If Cancel is selected, the import will be aborted.
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Setup and Assign Meta Tags: To minimize duplication each time a Mission, System or Project Task is
added, it is stored in a centralized repository. The Tasks can, in-turn, be assigned to any Mission or System
by clicking on the [Select] tab, placing checkmarks next to desired Tasks and clicking [Save].
3
1

2

Similarly, Knowledge, Skills and Attitudes (KSAs) are stored in a centralized repository and can be assigned
to any Task or Objective.
To quickly zero in on desired Tasks or KSAs within a repository, Meta Tags can be created under the Project
Attributes folder and assigned to any Task or KSA by clicking on [Meta Tags] tab, selecting the desired
Meta Tags and clicking [Save].
3
2

1
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Specify Items per Page: By default, 10 items (such as Projects, Tasks, Objectives, Knowledge/Skills, and
so forth) are displayed on each page. Once the number of items exceeds 10, the remaining items are
displayed on subsequent pages. The number of pages available for each item is indicated on the top right
as shown below. To display the items within each page, click on the corresponding page number.

You can modify the number of items to be displayed on each page under [Options] tab for the Preferences
node under the Personalize tab by specifying the number of items to be displayed on each page and
clicking [Save].
2

1
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Limit Access to Data/Analysis: By default, when a new Project, Job, Task, and so forth is created, its Status
is set to Public to permit other Users to find, copy and reuse the Project, Job or Task using the Search
function and in-turn minimize the effort needed to conduct the analysis. This does not imply that other
Users can review and edit your Project, Job or Task. It simply implies that they can reuse. To maintain
anonymity, you can set the Project, Job or Task Status to Private, and in-turn exclude them from the
Search function.

Collaborate with Team: Each analysis including Project, Course and so forth is assigned to a specific User
(Manager) – typically the individual that created the Project or Course. By default, only the Manager can
view the Project or Course and make changes. To allow other Users to review and make changes, the
Project or Course can be shared with them by clicking on the [Sharing] tab, placing checkmarks next their
name and clicking [Save]. If the Project or Course Manager reports to another User, the Project or Course
will be automatically shared with them. In this case, the checkmark next to the Supervisor name is
presented in read only mode.
3
1

2
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Add Notes: Users may add a Note to any screen by clicking on [Notes], typing the note in the new window
and clicking [Save]. Notes from other Users are presented in read only mode in the bottom of the window.
Users can only edit or delete their own Notes.
3

1

2

1.7 Learning ADVISOR
To use ADVISOR, you should know how to perform basic computer, Windows and Browser operations.
For example, how to start and quit applications, selecting commands and dialog box options. To facilitate
the learning process, ADVISOR comes with its own set of online tools. These include:
 Online Tour: a slide show that highlights ADVISOR’s main features. It is presented after User logs on
ADVISOR. You can hide and redisplay by unchecking or rechecking the ADVISOR Tour field under the
[Options] tab, under the Preferences node under the Personalize tab and clicking [Save].
 Video Clips to gain a better understanding of ADVISOR’s main functions and features. To view, please
visit the following: http://www.bnhexpertsoft.com/how-to-video-overview/ .
 Step-by-Step Guides for configuring ADVISOR, as well as conducting mission analysis, system analysis,
competency analysis, job task analysis, media analysis, cost analysis, fidelity analysis, performance
analysis, etc. To view and download, please visit the following: http://www.bnhexpertsoft.com/userguides-version-12/.
 Answers to Frequently Asked Questions are available online at: http://www.bnhexpertsoft.com/faq1-install/.
 Context Sensitive Online Help can be displayed for each screen by clicking on [Help]. Context sensitive
video clips are also embedded throughout ADVISOR and can be viewed by clicking on the video
icon.
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 Basic Excel Data Collection Forms for various ADVISOR data elements along with data import
instructions are available online at: http://www.bnhexpertsoft.com/data-collection-formsconfiguration-version-12/.
 Detailed Excel Data Collection Forms for Project Tasks, System/Competency Tasks and Job Tasks
along with data import instructions are available online at: http://www.bnhexpertsoft.com/detaileddata-collection-forms-version-12/.
 Sample Reports from each module are available online at: http://www.bnhexpertsoft.com/reports/.
 Technical Support: Available 8:00 am to 6:00 pm EST by calling 1 (514) 745-4010. You may also fax
your questions to 1 (514) 745-4011 or E-mail to support@bnhexpertsoft.com.
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Chapter 2: Dashboards
2.1 Introduction
ADVISOR maintains training effectiveness and efficiency over time (as missions, systems, jobs, policies,
technologies, throughput, etc., change) by continually mapping training activities to operational
requirements to identify gaps, duplications and training with minimal value. Impact including personnel/
resource requirements; cost drivers; bottlenecks and deficiencies as well as recommended actions are
quickly and concisely communicated through dashboards. A feature that would be highly beneficial for
managing training programs. Few items to note:
1. When you click on the [Dashboard] tab, the results for the 1st Client are presented – i.e., Client with
lowest sequence #. To view the Dashboard of another client, click on [Choose Client] and select.

2

1

5

2

6

1

3

3

4

3

2. 10 Jobs/Roles are presented at a time. To find out which bar chart corresponds to which Job/Role,
place the mouse over the bar chart to display the Job/Role title. If the Client has more than 10
Jobs/Roles, you can view more Jobs/Roles by clicking on [Next 10 Jobs]. To view earlier Jobs/Roles,
click on [Previous 10 Jobs].
3. Similarly, you can view the % allocated to each segment of a pie chart by placing the mouse over
relevant section.
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4. Moreover, you can drill down on any Job/Role or specific segment of the pie chart – to view data used
to generate the chart – by clicking on the corresponding bar chart or segment.
5. All data is automatically compiled and analyzed at the end of each day. If you made changes and wish
to view the updated Dashboard, click on [Refresh].
6. You can also monitor Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) such as Training Alignment, Training Gap,
Training Duplication, Cost Drivers, Training Cost per Individual, Time to Competency and Personnel/
Resources Utilization/Bottlenecks over time by clicking on [Trends].
7. For each KPI, change can be observed over the past month, past year or past 5 years by clicking on
[Choose Period] and selecting desired option. For example, is Training Alignment improving or getting
worse over time.
8. To return to the Dashboard, click on [Dashboard].
7

8
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2.2 Training Alignment
Overview
ADVISOR maps training activities to operational requirements
to identify and highlight training that is no longer relevant, in
other words Reveal Training Creep. Green indicates that the
courses/training activities are highly aligned with operational
requirements; Yellow somewhat aligned and Red poorly
aligned.

How Training Alignment is Assessed …
 ADVISOR identifies all active Courses for the Client.
 For each course, ADVISOR identifies whether the Learning Objectives (LOs), Teaching Points or Key
Learning Points are linked to an Operational Requirements – i.e. an Enabling Objective (EO) or a
Performance Objective (PO).
 For each course, Training Alignment Score is calculated as follows:
(Total # of hours of LOs linked to an EO or PO / Total # of hours of LOs in Course) x 100%
 Based on Training Alignment Score, each Course is classified as High (Green), Medium (Yellow) or Low
(Red) as follows:
Classification
High
Medium
Low

Training Alignment Score
Greater than 90%
50% to 90%
Less than 50%

 Overall Training Alignment Score is calculated as follows:
(Total # of hours of LOs linked to an EO or PO within all Courses assigned to the Client /
Total # of hours of LOs in all Courses assigned to the Client) x 100%
How Courses within each Segment can be Viewed …
Click on the High, Medium, or Low sections of the pie chart to display applicable courses including the
requirement (i.e., the mission/goal, system, competency or job) that each course supports; where the
requirement has been generated – by a mission/goal, system, competency or a job; how the course is
delivered, its length and Training Alignment score. Few items to note:
 The # of Trainees reflect the # of individuals to be trained as of today – in other words, it does not
include individuals that have already taken the course. For example, if the annual # of trainees in a
course is 100, the life of the course is 5 years, and the start date of the course is January 1st, 2019; the
number of trainees will be 400 if the dashboard report is generated on January 1st, 2020; and 350 if
the dashboard is generated on July 1st, 2020.
 Since Training Alignment Score is based on the Length of Learning Objectives, Teaching Points (TPs)
or Key Learning Points (KLPs); time should be assigned time to LOs, TPs or KLPs. Otherwise, Training
Alignment Score cannot be computed.
 To send an email to the Course Manager, click on their name.
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How Learning Objectives with each Course can be Viewed …
Click on the Course Title to view the Learning Objectives, Teaching Points or Key Learning Points in the
Course including Length, as well as the Knowledge/Skills, Enabling/Performance Objectives, Tasks and
Missions/Goals, Systems, Competencies or Jobs that each LO, TP or KLP supports. If an LO, TP or KLP does
not support a KSA, EO, PO, Task, Mission/Goal, System, Competency or Job, then the requirement for this
LO, TP or KLP should be questioned. In other words, why is this LO, TP or KPL needed?

Do not
support an
operational
requirement.
Are they
needed …
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2.3 Training Gap
Overview
ADVISOR maps training requirements to training
activities to identify and highlight missing
training, in other words Training Gaps. Each
Job/Role is represented by a bar chart. The title
of the Job/Role is displayed when the mouse is
placed over the bar chart. Green represents
training requirements that are being addressed,
and Red training requirements that are not being
addressed.

Notes:
 10 Jobs/Roles are presented at a time. To view more, click on [Next 10 Jobs]. To view earlier Jobs/
Roles, click on [Previous 10 Jobs].
 Jobs with identical Reference Codes for the same Client are assumed to be the same. In other words,
the data for all Jobs with the same Reference Code are combined and presented under a single bar
chart.

How Training Gaps are Assessed …
 ADVISOR identifies all Jobs for the Client.
 For each Job, the Tasks and Sub Tasks are identified along with training requirements (train or no
train) based on Difficulty, Importance and Frequency (DIF) model or user defined specification.
 For each Task or Sub Task that requires training, the corresponding Performance/Training/Enabling
Objectives are identified.
 For each Performance/Training/Enabling Objective, the Knowledge, Skills and Attitudes (KSAs) along
with the level of competency needed to perform the Task to the desired standard are identified.
 Knowledge, Skills and Attitudes (KSA) Gaps are compiled next by comparing desired KSA levels to
current levels.
 Learning Objectives (LOs), Teaching Points (TPs) or Key Learning Points (KLPs) needed to close the KSA
Gaps are than identified including the Course in which they reside.
 If a KSA Gap is linked to an LO, TP or KLP within a Course, than the training requirement is assumed
to be addressed – i.e., no training gap. If on the other hand, no links to Course LOs, TPs or KLPs are
found, the training requirement is considered not addressed; and in-turn implies a Training Gap.
 The Training Gap Score (Red portion of the Bar Chart) is calculated as follows:
(Total # of KSAs with Gaps not linked to a Course / Total # of KSAs with Gaps) x 100%
Note: The Green portion of the Bar Chart is calculated as follows:
(Total # of KSAs with Gaps linked to a Course / Total # of KSAs with Gaps) x 100%
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How Training Gaps can be Viewed …
Click on the Bar Graph to display Tasks and Sub Task for the Job/Role; as well as Training Requirements,
Training Priority, Performance/Training/Enabling Objectives, Knowledge Skills Attitudes (KSA) required to
perform each Task or Sub Task, KSA Gaps, and where the KSA Gaps are being addressed – i.e., LOs, TPs or
KLPs within various courses/training activities. Few items to note:
 The current Training Gap Analysis focuses on individual versus collective training. In other words,
Performance, Training and Enabling Objectives that are directly linked to various courses/training
activities (i.e., collective training), are not taken into consideration.
 LOs, TPs and KLPs within a Course that are not linked to a Training Requirements (i.e. KSA Gap) are
not included in the Training Gap chart or report – since they represent unwarranted or unnecessary
training, and are captured in the Training Alignment Report (Section 2.2).
 To send an email to the Job/Role Manager, click on their name.

Training
requirements
not
addressed.
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2.4 Training Duplication
Overview
ADVISOR uncovers potential duplication across multiple
training programs by identifying where similar Knowledge,
Skills and Attitudes (KSA) Gaps are addressed. Potential
Training Duplication is flagged when the same KSA Gap is
addressed within multiple active courses. Green indicates
that each KSA Gap is addressed in a single course; Yellow
indicates that similar KSA Gaps are addressed within two
courses; and Red indicates that similar KSA Gaps are address
in more than two courses.
Notes:
 Similar KSA Gaps addressed by multiple Learning Objectives (LOs), Teaching Points (TPs) or Key
Learning Points (KLPs) within the same course are not flagged as duplicates.
 KSA Gaps that are not linked to any course are not taken into consideration.
 Active courses imply courses that are still underway. For example, if the course start date is January
1st, 2016 and its expected life is 3 years, than the course will not be considered active if the dashboard
is generated on January 1st, 2020. If, on the other hand, its expected life is 5 years, than the course
will be considered active.

How Training Duplication is Assessed …
 ADVISOR identifies all Projects for the Client.
 For each Project, ADVISOR identifies all KSAs. KSAs with identical Reference Codes are assumed to be
similar – even if they belong to different Projects. KSAs with no Reference Codes are assumed to be
unique.
 Knowledge, Skills and Attitudes (KSA) Gaps from Missions/Goals, Systems, Competencies and Jobs are
compiled next.
 Learning Objectives (LOs), Teaching Points (TPs) or Key Learning Points (KLPs) needed to close the KSA
Gaps are than identified including the Course in which they reside.
 Based on the number of active courses that address similar KSA Gaps, training duplication is classified
as High (Green), Medium (Yellow) or Low (Red) as follows:
Classification
High
Medium
Low

Criterion
Similar KSA Gaps are addressed in more than 2 active courses
Similar KSA Gaps are addressed in 2 active courses
Similar KSA Gaps are addressed in 1 active course
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How Duplicate Training can be Viewed …
Click on the High, Medium, or Low sections of the pie chart to display relevant Knowledge, Skills and
Attitudes (KSAs) and where the KSA Gaps are being addressed. Few items to note:
 KSAs gaps with or without LOs, TPs or KLPS that are not linked to any course are not included in the
Training Duplication chart or report – since they represent a requirement that has not been addressed
and are captured under Training Gap report (Section 2.3).
 LOs, TPs and KLPs within a Course that are not linked to a Training Requirements (i.e. KSA Gap) are
not included in the Training Duplication or report – since they represent unwarranted or unnecessary
training, and are captured in the Training Alignment Report (Section 2.2).
 To identify Knowledge, Skills and Attitudes (KSA) with identical Reference Codes (i.e., KSAs that have
been assumed to be similar), click on the KSA Title. The titles of similar Knowledge/Skills/Attitudes
along with Learning Outcomes and the Projects that they belong to are presented.
 To send an email to the Course Manager, click on their name.

Similar KSA Gaps addressed within multiple courses …
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2.5 Training Cost
Overview
ADVISOR identifies upcoming training activities
within each year, as well as forecasts budget,
personnel and resources needed to develop,
deliver, administer, manage, maintain and
support all courses within each year.

Note:
 Active courses imply courses that are still underway. Only active courses are included in Training Cost
report. For example, if the course start date is January 1st, 2016 and its expected life is 3 years, than
the course will not be included if the dashboard is generated on January 1st, 2020. If, on the other
hand, its expected life is 5 years, than the course will be included in 2020.

How Training Costs are Assessed …





ADVISOR identifies all active Courses for a Client.
ADVISOR determines the end date of each course as follows: Course Start Date + Expected Life
ADVISOR identifies in which years each course is delivered.
Training Courses including throughput are compiled for each year. The process continues until all
scheduled courses have been accounted for.
 Based on course length, number of trainees, expenditures, personnel and resource requirements; the
direct and indirect costs needed to develop, deliver, administer, manage, and support each course
per year as well as personnel and resource requirements are forecasted.
 The total direct and indirect costs for each year is computed by adding the corresponding costs of all
scheduled courses within that year.
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How Costs, Personnel & Resource Requirements can be Viewed …
Total training costs for each year can be viewed by placing the mouse over the corresponding point in the
graph. To view a detailed breakdown of the costs, click on the point/year. All scheduled Courses for that
year are presented, along with Reference Code, Course Manager, Course End Date, Delivery Media and
Length. Furthermore, detailed cost breakdown of each Course for selected year based on current delivery
option is presented. Please note that only upcoming costs are accounted for in the table below. In other
words, it does not include money already spent. For example, if a course is scheduled to run 6 times per
year, and the start date of the course is January 1st, 2020; only ½ the costs will be included if the dashboard
is generated on July 1st, 2020.

Moreover, Personnel and Resources requirements for selected year are also presented along with the
Number of Hours needed by each [Time hours], Utilization Rate (i.e., % of available time needed to address
requirements), and the number individuals, equipment or facilities needed [Required #].

To find out where each person or resource is allocated, click on the person or resource title. The Courses/
Training Activities that the individual or resource has been assigned are presented along with the Time
Needed, Utilization Rate and Required #.
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2.6 Cost Drivers
Overview
ADVISOR identifies upcoming training activities
and forecasts expenditures over training programs
life cycle to uncover cost drivers – i.e., training
activities that consume the most budget,
personnel and resources.
Note:
 Active courses imply courses that are still underway. Only active courses are included in Cost Drivers
report. For example, if the course start date is January 1st, 2016 and its expected life is 3 years, than
the course will not be included if the dashboard is generated on January 1st, 2020. If, on the other
hand, its expected life is 5 years, than only the costs for the 5th year are included.

How Training Costs are Assessed …
 ADVISOR identifies all active Courses for a Client.
 ADVISOR determines the end date of each course as follows: Course Start Date + Expected Life
 Based on course length, number of trainees, expenditures, personnel and resource requirements, the
direct and indirect costs needed to develop, deliver, administer, manage, and support each course
over its remaining life are forecasted.
 Total direct and indirect costs for each activity (i.e., development, administrative, instructors,
transmission, courseware, management, facilities, maintenance, hardware, trainees, operating and
support) are computed by adding the corresponding costs from all scheduled courses.
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How Cost Drivers can be Viewed …
The percentage of cost allocated to each activity (development, administrative, instructors, transmission,
courseware, management, facilities, maintenance, hardware, trainees, operating and support) can be
viewed by placing the mouse over the corresponding segment of the pie chart. To view a detailed
breakdown of the costs, click on the pie chart. All scheduled Courses are presented, along with Reference
Code, Course Manager, Course End Date, Delivery Media and Length. Furthermore, detailed cost
breakdown of each Course based on current delivery option is presented. Please note that only upcoming
costs are accounted for in the table below. In other words, it does not include money already spent. For
example, if a course is scheduled to run 6 times per year, and the start date of the course is January 1 st,
2020; only ½ the costs will be included if the dashboard is generated on July 1st, 2020.
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2.7 Training Cost per Individual

Overview
ADVISOR identifies courses/training activities
required by each Job/Role and forecasts the
total training cost per individual.

Note:
 10 Jobs/Roles are presented at a time. To view more, click on [Next 10 Jobs]. To view earlier Jobs/
Roles, click on [Previous 10 Jobs].
 Active courses imply courses that are still underway. Only active courses are included in Training Cost
per Individual. For example, if the course start date is January 1st, 2016 and its expected life is 3 years,
than the course will not be included if the dashboard is generated on January 1st, 2020. If, on the other
hand, its expected life is 5 years, than the course will be included.

How Training Costs are Assessed …





ADVISOR identifies all Jobs/Roles for a Client.
ADVISOR identifies all active Courses for a Client.
Courses allocated to each Job/Role are identified by examining the Target Audience for each Course.
Based on course length, number of trainees, expenditures, personnel and resource requirements, the
direct and indirect costs needed to develop, deliver, administer, manage, and support each course
over life are forecasted.
 The cost per trainee/individual is computed by dividing the total direct and indirect course costs by
the total number of trainees.
 The cost per Job/Role is computed by adding the direct and indirect costs per trainee/individual of all
relevant courses.
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How Training Cost Breakdown can be Viewed …
The total direct and indirect costs for each Job/Role can be viewed by placing the mouse over the bar
chart. To view a detailed breakdown of the Job/Role costs, click on the corresponding bar chart. All active
courses allocated to the Job/Role are presented, along with Reference Code, Course Manager, Course End
Date, Delivery Media and Length. Furthermore, Direct, Indirect and Total Costs per Trainee for each
Course based on current delivery option are presented. Few items to note:
 Only active courses are included in table below. For example, if the course start date is January 1st,
2016 and its expected life is 3 years, than the course will not be included if the dashboard is generated
on January 1st, 2020. If, on the other hand, its expected life is 5 years, than the course will be included.
 To send an email to the Course Manager, click on their name

To view a detailed cost breakdown of each course, click on Course Title. The total direct and indirect
Development, Courseware, Hardware, Administrative, Management, Trainees, Instructors, Facilities,
Operation, Transmission, Maintenance and Support costs over life are presented along with Total Number
of Trainees and Cost per Trainee.
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2.8 Personnel/Resources Utilization/Bottlenecks
Overview
ADVISOR forecasts personnel and resources needed to
undertake current and upcoming projects, and maps them to
existing capabilities to identify excess capabilities and
bottlenecks. In other words, to identify whether sufficient
personnel and resources are available to meet current and
upcoming demands.

How Personnel/Resources Utilization/Bottlenecks are Assessed …
 ADVISOR identifies all Personnel and Resources for a Client. Personnel include all individuals with
ADVISOR User Accounts and Project Accounts assigned to the Client, and classified as a Project Team
Member. Resources – including Facilities and Equipment – are defined under the Inventory folder.
 Activities assigned to each individual and resource over a 5 year period are compiled and presented
in a Gantt chart.
 For each individual or resource, the Utilization Rate for each Activity is computed by dividing the Time
Assigned to the Activity (Project Task) by the Time Available for individual or resource during this
period. For example, the Utilization Rate for an Activity that requires 60 hours to complete within
two weeks, is 75% if the individual or resource has 80 hours available (75% = 60/80). The Gantt chart
is presented in Green, in this case, since the individual or resource has sufficient time to complete.
The Utilization Rate would be 150% if the individual or resource has 40 hours available (150%=60/40).
In the case, the Activity is presented in the Gantt chart in Red to indicate a potential bottleneck.
 Similarly, if multiple Activities are assigned to an individual or resource during the same time period,
a bottleneck could arise if the combined Time Assigned to all Activities exceeds the Time Available for
the individual or resource.
 For each individual or resource, a Daily Calendar over the 5 year period is also generated to indicate
how many hours are assigned to the individual or resource in each day; and whether the allocated
time is (Green) within available hours or (Red) exceeds available hours.
 Pie Chart is generated next based on the % of individuals and resources that have conflicts
(bottlenecks) in their schedule – i.e., with Utilization Rate exceeding 100% – versus those that don’t.
 To view personnel and resources that have or do not have conflicts in their schedule, click on the
corresponding segment of the pie chart.
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How Gantt & Daily Schedules can be Viewed …
Click on the Individual Name or Resource Title to view a Gantt chart of Projects and Tasks assigned to the
individual or resource as well as the Utilization Rate for each Activity/Task. The Gantt chart is followed by
a Daily Calendar for the 5 year period that indicates the number hours assigned to the individual or
resource in each day; and whether the allocated time is (Green) within available hours or (Red) exceeds
available hours. Few items to note:
 Activities/Tasks and Daily Calendar with Utilization Rate above 100% are color coded Red.
 Activities/Tasks and Daily Calendar with Utilization Rate below 100% are color coded in Green.
 The Gantt chart and Daily Calendar only present upcoming Activities/Tasks. In other words, Activities/
Tasks that have been completed are not presented.
 The Gantt chart and Daily Calendar are limited to a maximum of 5 years.
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2.9 Recommended Media
Overview
ADVISOR identifies viable delivery options for each
course/training activity, and recommends technologies
that could improve training effectiveness and efficiency.
In other words, options that will generate the greatest
impact.
Note:
 Active courses imply courses that are still underway. Only active courses are considered in the
analysis. For example, if the course start date is January 1st, 2016 and its expected life is 3 years, than
the course will not be included if the dashboard is generated on January 1st, 2020. If, on the other
hand, its expected life is 5 years, than the course will be included.

How Recommended Media is Assessed …
 ADVISOR identifies all active Courses for a Client.
 ADVISOR determines the end date of each course as follows: Course Start Date + Expected Life
 For each course, ADVISOR identifies viable delivery options for each Learning Objective (LO), Teaching
Point (TP) or Key Learning Point (KLP) based on instructional design requirements.
 For each viable delivery option, ADVISOR forecasts the direct and indirect costs needed to develop,
deliver, administer, manage, and support each course over life – based on course length, number of
trainees, expenditures, personnel and resource requirements.
 Potential Direct, Indirect and Total Savings as well as Return on Investment (ROI) are computed by
comparing the direct and indirect costs of current delivery options to viable delivery options.
 For each LO, TP or KLP, the option that best meets instructional design requirements at lowest cost is
recommended – i.e., option with highest value. Users may override ADVISOR’s recommendations, as
needed.
 Potential Savings from each recommended media (i.e., instructor-led, print, tapes, computer based
training, electronic performance support systems, mobile learning, social learning, conferencing,
virtual classrooms, training devices and virtual reality) are combined for all active Courses and
presented in a pie chart to highlight options that could generate the greatest impact.
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How Recommendations for Each Course and Learning Objective can be Viewed …
The percentage of savings that can be generated by each media (i.e., instructor-led, print, tapes, computer
based training, electronic performance support systems, mobile learning, social learning, conferencing,
virtual classrooms, training devices and virtual reality) can be viewed by placing the mouse over the
corresponding segment of the pie chart. To find out which courses can benefit from each media
recommendation, click on the corresponding segment of pie chart. Relevant Courses are presented along
with Reference Code, Course Manager, Course Start Date and Course End Date. Moreover, each Course
is divided into Segments, if applicable; and for each Segment Current Delivery Option, Recommended
Delivery Option, Length, and Potential Direct, Indirect and Total Savings, as well as Return on Investment
(ROI) that may result from Recommended Delivery Option are presented. Please note that only active
courses are included in table below. Few items to note:
 Potential Direct, Indirect and Total Savings as well as the ROI are based on total course’s life cycle. In
other words, if the course is already underway, potential savings and ROI may no longer be accurate
and in-turn the values are dimmed.
 Recommended Media is based on option selected by User under User Recommendation node for each
Course. This may include ADVISOR Recommendation, Currently Used or User Defined Option.
 To send an email to the Course Manager, click on their name

To view Learning Objectives (LOs), Teaching Points (TPs) or Key Learning Points (KLPs) within each Course
Segment, click on the Course Title. LOs, TPs or KLPS are presented along with Current Delivery Option,
Cost and Time; Recommended Delivery Option, Cost and Time; as well as potential cost and time savings.
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2.10 Time to Competency (hours)
Overview
ADVISOR identifies courses/training activities required
by each Job/Role and forecasts the time to
competency. In other words, time needed by each
individual to attain the necessary level of competency
to perform Job/Role Tasks to the desired standards
under the prescribed conditions.
Note:
 10 Jobs/Roles are presented at a time. To view more, click on [Next 10 Jobs]. To view earlier Jobs/
Roles, click on [Previous 10 Jobs].
 Active courses imply courses that are still underway. Only active courses are included in Time to
Competency assessment. For example, if the course start date is January 1st, 2016 and its expected
life is 3 years, than the course will not be included if the dashboard is generated on January 1st, 2020.
If, on the other hand, its expected life is 5 years, than the course will be included.

How Time to Competency is Assessed …






ADVISOR identifies all Jobs/Roles for a Client.
ADVISOR identifies all active Courses for a Client.
Courses allocated to each Job/Role are identified by examining the Target Audience for each Course.
The length of each course based on current delivery option is assessed.
Time to competency for each Job/Role is computed is computed by adding the lengths of all relevant
courses – i.e., time required to complete all courses/training activities.
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How Time Breakdown can be Viewed …
The time to competency for each Job/Role can be viewed by placing the mouse over the bar chart. To
view a detailed breakdown of courses/training activities for a Job/Role, click on the corresponding bar
chart. All active courses allocated to the Job/Role are presented, along with Reference Code, Course
Manager, Course End Date, Delivery Media and Length – based on current delivery option. Few items to
note:
 Only active courses are included in table below. For example, if the course start date is January 1st,
2016 and its expected life is 3 years, than the course will not be included if the dashboard is generated
on January 1st, 2020. If, on the other hand, its expected life is 5 years, than the course will be included.
 To send an email to the Course Manager, click on their name

To view a detailed breakdown of the time allocated for each Learning Objective (LO), Teaching Point (TP)
or Key Learning Point (KLP) within each course, click on Course Title. The media, time and rating (i.e., how
well is the media suited for the content – measured as a % of instructional design requirements that the
media meets) for current and recommended delivery options are presented.
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